The overall classification of this briefing is SECRET/NOFORN
ASAT Task and Purpose

- **Task** – The ASAT serves as the Commander’s direct representative to the US Embassy, provides effective, flattened communication between AFRICOM and the U.S. Department of State, and develops/refines plans for potential military operations.

- **Purpose** – Provide a forum for Key USAFRICOM and USG leaders to consider and discuss the challenges inherent in Crisis Response on the African Continent.

- **Objective** – To improve key personnel understanding of Crisis procedures in Nigeria.
  - **Target audience:** COM, Deputy (DCM), RSO, Country Team, Response Force Leadership, J3, DJ3, J33,

- **Commander’s Intent**

- **End-state** - Update/review EAP and CONOP, and develop relationships.
Fleet Air Terrorism Security Team - AFRICOM

Key Tasks

- Conduct rapid response expeditionary anti-terrorism and security operations in support of Commanders, United States European Command (COMUSEUCOM) and United States Africa Command (COMUSAFRICOM), in order to protect vital naval and national assets. Conduct other operations as directed by Commander, US Sixth Fleet (C6F).

- Establish / reinforce entry control point
- Provide over watch/designated marksman/selective and precision target engagement.
- Limited observation posts/surveillance detection.
- Establish perimeter at crisis site Pier side or airfield security.
- Crowd/riot control.
- Full spectrum non-lethal weapon capabilities.
- Provide security for convoy operations.
- Full Spectrum Tactical Communication.
- Capable of operating in austere environments (power generation, chow/water sustainment)

- Designed to integrate with existing Department of State security forces or operate as a stand-alone security force.
- Provide Rapid Reaction Forces utilizing full spectrum Escalation of Force against breaches of the perimeter or similar threats.
EARF Mission / Key Tasks

- **Mission:** On order from CJTF-HOA, deploys the East Africa Response Force (EARF) to support Chief of Mission (COM) requirements to include fixed-site security and evacuation support IOT protect US Government facilities and personnel.
- **Tasks** Conduct Area Security and Enable Air Operations
  Conduct Route Security to Support Movement of personnel and supplies.

EARF Limitations
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Training Schedule

- Day One - 0800-1800 5 March
  - 0800 Capabilities Brief and develop Schedule with DAT
  - 0900 Transition to crisis brief response force or brief
  - **1000-1100: Team development of task**
  - 1100 – team back brief
    - 1400 -1600:
      - Survey Execution
      - Country team meetings
- Day Two - 0800-1800 6 March
  - NAI Survey
    - Day Three Primary/ ALT LZs
    - Logistic update
    - Comms plan
    - CRF Evaluation

cao 131530c Mar 2019
Training Schedule

- Day Three - 0800-1600 7 March
  - 0800 Capabilities Brief and develop Schedule with DAT
  - 0900 Transition to crisis brief response force or blank brief
  - 1000-1100: Team development of task and response plan
  - 1300 – team back brief to Country team
    - 1400 -1600:
      - Survey Execution
      - Country team meetings

- Day four - 0800-1600 8 March
  - Survey Area develop plan for crisis response
  - Out brief RSO/ Country team
Abuja Embassy Reinforcement

- Table of Organization
- Table of Equipment
- Concept of Employment